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Abstract 
We consider simple undirected graphs. An edge subset A of G is called an induced n-star 
packin9 of G if every component of the subgraph G[A] induced by A is a star with at most 
n edges and is an induced subgraph of G. We consider the problem of finding an induced n-star 
packing of G that covers the maximum number of vertices. This problem is a natural gener- 
alization of the classical matching problem. We show that many classical results on matchings 
(such as the Tutte 1-Factor Theorem, the Berge Duality Theorem, the Gallai-Edmonds Struc- 
ture Theorem, the Matching Matroid Theorem) can be extended to induced n-star packings in 
a graph. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of finding a maximum matching in a graph is well known. Many 
interesting results (that are classical now) concerning this problem have been found by 
Tutte, Edmonds, Berge, Gallai, Fulkerson, Lovasz and many others, see [14]. One 
of the ideas to generalize the matching theory is to try to replace the edges in 
a matching by some subgraphs of prescribed type. Let G be a graph, and ~ be 
a family of subgraphs of  G. An edge subset A of G is called an o~-packin.q of  G if 
every component of the subgraph G[A] induced by A in G is a graph in the family ~.  
The ,~-packin 9 problem consists of finding an ,~--packing A of G that covers the 
maximum number of vertices. If ~ consists of all 2-cliques (all subgraphs of  one 
edge) of G then the ~-packing problem is precisely the classical maximum matching 
problem. The ~T-packing problem has extensively been studied by many authors for 
different classes of  families ~.  Comprehensive surveys of results obtained so far can 
be found in [3,5,12]. 
Clearly the properties of  the ~--packing problem essentially depend on the family ~.  
It is not surprising that the problem turns out to be NP-complete for most of  the families 
,~- (e.g. [4, 11,13]). Surprisingly the problem can be solved in polynomial time for some 
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non-trivial classes of families ~,  and many important results in matching theory can 
be generalized in those cases (e.g. [3,6, 10,13]). 
Let o~ be the set of stars 
have a star packing problem 
of the matching problem that 
of G with at least one and at most n edges. Then we 
S~. This problem is one of the simplest generalizations 
turns out to be 'good' [1,6, 10] (this also follows easily 
from the approach developed in this paper). The nature of most of the known 'good' 
ff(G)-packing problems are similar to that for the star packing problem. 
In this paper we consider a star packing problem with an additional condition. 
A new requirment is that every star in an if-packing should be an induced subgraph 
of G. In other words we consider an if-packing problem IS. where f f  := ~(G)  is 
the set of all induced stars of G having at most n edges. 
Main results are described in Section 2. In Section 3 we introduce the notions of 
alternating and augmenting trails as well as passive paths and active trails, and describe 
some important properties of such trails. Analysis of induced star packings without 
augmenting trails is given in Section 4. Duality Theorem 2.3 (Section 5), the matroid 
results (Section 6), and Structure Theorem 2.6 (Section 7) on induced star packings are 
easy consequences of this analysis. In Section 8 we give a polynomial-time algorithm 
for solving the induced star packing problem in a graph, t
2. Main results 
The notion and facts on graphs and matroids that are used but not described here 
can be found in [2,15], respectively. We consider undiracted graphs without loops or 
parallel edges. Let V(G) and E(G) denote the sets of vertices and edges of a graph G, 
respectively. 
Given an edge subset A of G let G[A] denote the subgraph of G induced by A, i.e. 
E(G[A]) = A and V(G[A]) consists of the vertices of G covered by A (or incident o 
at least one edge in A). 
Given a vertex subset B of G let G[B] (or sometimes simply/~) denote the subgraph 
of G induced by B, i.e. G[B] = G\(V(G)\B).  An induced subgraph of G is a subgraph 
induced by a vertex subset of G. In other words a subgraph of G is induced if it can 
be obtained from G by deleting some vertices of G. 
We write Z[X] instead of Z(G[X]), for example, V[X] instead of V(G[X]), E[X] 
instead of E(G[X]), etc. 
Given a subgraph H and an edge subset U of G, we put U(H) = U N E(H). 
A star S is a connected graph in which all the edges have a common vertex. 
1 The results of the paper were presented atRUTCOR Seminar, Rutgers University, in 1991, at the 23rd 
Southeastern International Conference on Combinatorics, Graph Theory and Computing inFebruary 1992, at 
the Seymour-Sehrijver Workshop on disjoint paths in DIMACS in November 1992, and at seminars inMIT, 
University of Waterloo, Simon Fraiser University, MacMaster University, University of Quebec in Montreal, 
and other institutions. 
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When considering the problem ISn of  packing induced stars in a graph, we need the 
following notion. 
We say that an edge set A of G is an induced n-star packing of G (or simply an 
induced n-packing of G) if every component S of G[A] is an induced subgraph of G 
isomorphic to a star with at most n edges. 
An induced n-star packing A is called perfect if VIA] = V(G), i.e. if A covers all 
the vertices of the graph. 
Clearly if n is at least the maximum vertex degree of G then there are actually no 
restriction on the size of  stars in an induced n-star packing, and so in this case an 
induced n-star packing of G will be called an induced star packing. 
When considering the problem S, of packing stars (not necessarily induced) in 
a graph, we will have the corresponding notions of an n-star packing (or simply 
n-packing), a perfect n-star packing, star packing, and perfect star packing. 
Let ~ J ,~(G)  denote the set of induced n-star packings of G. 
The problem ISn we are going to consider is to find an induced n-packing A 
in G that covers the maximum number of vertices, i.e. IV[All = max{V[X]: X 
:~ J~(G)} .  Such an induced n-packing A in G is called vertex maximum or simply V- 
maximum. 
In particular we want to characterize graphs having a perfect induced 
n-packing. 
Clearly IS1 (as well as Sl)  is a matching problem. Unless otherwise is stated 
explicitly we assume throughout the paper that n is an integer at least 2. 
A graph G is called ISn-critical if G has no perfect induced n-packing but G\x has 
a perfect induced n-packing for every vertex x of G. An IS~-critical graph is called 
usually matching-critical or hypomatchable. 
Let cr,(G) denote the number of  IS~-critical components of G. Let W[A] denote the 
set of vertices of G that are not covered by A, i.e. W[A] = V(G)\ V[A]. It turns out 
that the following duality theorem holds. 
Theorem 2.1. Let  n be a positive &teger. Then 
min{lW[A][: A C ~ J ,~(G)}  = max{crn(G\X) - nIXl: Y C_ V(G)}. 
For n = 1 this is a well known result [14]. 
It is easy to see that the problem of finding an induced n-star packing which covers at 
least a given number of vertices in a graph belongs to the class NP. A natural question 
is whether this problem also belongs to CoNP. In other words we would like to know 
whether there exists (and we can find) a 'polynomial time' certificate for a graph not 
to have an induced n-star packing that covers a given number of vertices. The above 
theorem would provide such certificate if ISn-critical graphs could be recognized in 
polynomial time. Therefore it is useful to have a good characterization of ISn-critical 
graphs. 
A graph is called IS-critical if it is ISn-critical for every integer n >~ 1. 
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A graph F is called an odd clique tree if F is connected and every block of F is 
a complete graph with an odd number of vertices. We prove that 
Theorem 2.2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(cl)  F is an ISn-critical graph, n>-2, 
(c2) F is a IS-critical graph, and 
(c3) F is an odd clique tree. 
Let oct(G) denote the number of components of G which are odd clique trees. From 
Theorem 2.2 we have: cr,(G) = oct(G) for every integer n >-2, and so crn(G) does not 
depend on n >-2. Therefore from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we obtain a Duality Theorem 
that provides a good characterization f the problem. 
Theorem 2.3. Let n >` 2. Then 
min{[ W[A][: A C ~JSPn(G)} = max{oct(G\X) -n[X[:  X _C V(G)}. 
This theorem is analogous to the Berge matching theorem [14]. 
From Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 it follows that the problem of finding an induced n-star 
packing that covers at least a given number of vertices in a graph belongs to CoNP. 
The above Duality Theorem provides in particular a criterion for a graph to have 
a perfect induced n-packing which is analogous to the Tutte matching theorem [14]. 
Theorem 2.4. A graph G has a perfect induced n-packing if and only if oct(G\X)-..< 
niX[ for every X C_ V(G). 
From Theorem 2.4 we have 
Theorem 2.5. A connected graph G does not have a perfect induced star packing if 
and only if G is an odd clique tree. 
The next theorem is analogous to the Gallai-Edmonds Structure theorem on match- 
ings in a graph [14]. 
We use the following notation: C,(G) is the set of all vertices of G which are 
not covered by at least one V-maximum induced n-packing of G, Hn(G) is the set of 
all vertices in V(G)\Cn(G) adjacent o at least one vertex in C~(G), and Dn(G) = 
V(G)\(Hn(G)U Cn(G)). Let Dn(G) and Cn(G) denote subgraphs of G induced by the 
vertex sets Dn(G) and Cn(G), respectively. 
A matching of G is called nearly perfect if it covers all but exactly one vertex of G. 
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a graph, and n be an integer at least 2. Then 
(al)  the components of the subgraph Cn( G) are ISn-critical (are odd clique trees), 
(a2) the subgraph Dn(G) has a perfect induced n-packing, 
(a3) if A is a maximum induced n-packing of G, then it contains 
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Fig. 1. The structure of a graph with respect o its induced n-packings. 
(bl)  a near perfect matchin9 of each component of the subgraph C,(G), 
(b2) a perfect induced n-packin9 of the subgraph Dn(G), and 
(b3) a set of IH,(G)I disjoint n-stars such that their heads are in Hn(G), their tails" 
are in fin(G), and each component of fn(G) contains at most one tail of all these 
stars, 
(a4) W[A] = min{tW[T]l: T C gAcSP,(G)} = oct(G\H~(G)) - nlHn(G)l. 
This theorem is illustrated in Fig. 1 where all rectangles in C,(G) are all components 
(odd clique trees) of Cn(G), the thin lines are edges in E(G)\A,  and the thick lines 
are edges in A. 
Let Z be a vertex subset of G such that min{I W[A]I: A E 2~JSP~(G)} = oct (G\Z) -  
nlZ I. We call such subset Z an dS~-obstacle in G because Z provides a tight upper 
bound on the number of vertices in G that can be covered by an induced n-packing. 
We prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.7. Let X and Y be JS~-obstacles in G. Then X U Y and X N Y are also 
~-obstacles in G. 
This theorem is similar to that for the matchings in a graph. 
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Let ~e,(G) denote the set of all dSan-obstacles in G. By using Theorems 2.6 and 
2.7 we prove 
Theorem 2.8. Let 5~n(G) = (.~e~(G),C) denote the set &~n(G) partially ordered by 
the inclusion operation c. Then 
(al) ~n(G) is a sublattice of the lattice of all subsets of V(G) under inclusion, 
(a2) Hn(G) is the minimum element of Sen(G), and 
(a3) if X E~q~(G) then X\Hn(G)E ~-<Pn(tOn(G)). 
An augmenting A-trail is a trail P of G such that the edges of A and E(G)\A 
alternate in P, AAE(P)  is an induced n-packing, and IV[A]I < V[AAE(P)]. We show 
that augmenting A-trails are sufficient ools to find a maximum induced n-packing. 
Theorem 2.9. An induced n-packing A of G covers the maximum number of vertices 
of G if and only if there is no augmenting A-trail in G. 
This theorem is similar to that for the matchings in a graph [14]. 
Let dSan(G) denote the set of vertex subsets X of G such that X can be covered by 
an induced n-packing of G. It is easy to see that JSa~(G) has the hereditary property. 
Analysis of the properties of induced n-packings in a graph without augmenting A-trails 
enables us to give a description of a cycle of the hereditary family o¢ren(G) of vertex 
sets of G (see 6.4 below). By using this description, we prove the following theorem. 
Put s/gJSa~(G) = (V(G),dSe~(G)). An element of a matroid M is called cyclic if it 
belongs to at least one circuit of M, and acyclic or a coloop otherwise. 
Theorem 2.10. Let n be an integer, n >~ 1. Then 
(ml) J¢dSe~(G) is a matroid with the independence s t Aren(G), 
(m2) Cn(G) is the set of cyclic elements of the matroid JgdSP~(G), and 
(m3) H~(G)U D~(G) is the set of coloops of s/gdSe~(G). 
Note that s/gdSPl(G) is the well-known matching matroid of G [14]. 
Theorem 2.10 can also be proved by using Structure Theorem 2.6. 
An edge subset A of G is called an k-induced n-packings if every component of 
G[A] having at least k + 1 edges is an induced subgraph of G. 
Let ~JSenk(G) denote the set of all k-induced n-packings of G, and let JSenk(G) 
denote the sets of vertex subsets X of G such that X is covered by a k-induced 
n-packing k~> 1. In particular, ~dSa~l(G) = ~dSe~(G) is the set of all induced n-star 
packings of G, and ~JS~nk(G) = ~Sa~(G) is the set of all n-star packings of G for 
k >~n. 
Theorem 2.11. JSen(G) = JSank(G) for every integer k and n such that 2 <<.k < n. 
This theorem follows directly from the following simple claim. 
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Claim. Let F be a graph having a vertex adjacent o every other vertex in F. Then 
F has a matching M such that if F is an odd clique then F\F[M] is a triangle, 
otherwise F \  F[M] is an induced star in F. 
The approach developed below for obtaining the above results also gives natural 
proofs of the following results. Let ~(G)  denote the set of n-packings of G, and 
isv(G) denote the number of isolated vertices of G. 
Theorem 2.12. Let  n be an integer, n>~2. Then 
min{IW[A]l: A C ~Sen(G)} = max{isv(G\X) - niX[: X C_ V(G)}. 
From the above theorem we have in particular 
Theorem 2.13 (Hell and Kirkpatrick [5] and Las Vergnas [10]). A graph G has a 
perfect n-packing if and only if 
isv(G\X)<~nlX [ for every X C_ V(G). 
Let ,~(G) be the set of vertex subsets X of G such that X can be covered by an 
n-packing of G. Put ~'SP~(G) = (V(G), 5P~(G)). 
Theorem 2.14 (Las Vergnas [10]). J /{~(G) is a matroid with the independence s t 
5P~(G) for every integer n >1 1. 
This theorem also follows immediately from the simple fact that -~ '~(G)  is the 
union of n matching matroids J{Sel(G). 
The same approach can be used to prove the following theorem on n-star packings 
analogous to the Gallai-Edmonds Structure theorem on matchings in a graph [14] and 
to Theorem 2.6 on induced n-star packings in a graph. 
We use the following notation: C~(G) is the set of all vertices of G which are not 
covered by at least one maximum n-packing of G, H~(G) is the set of all vertices 
in V(G)\C~(G) adjacent o at least one vertex in C~(G), D~n(G) = V(G)\(H~(G)U 
C~(G)). Let /~(G)  and C~(G) denote subgraphs of G induced by the vertex sets 
D'~( G) and C~( G), respectively. 
Theorem 2.15. Let G be a graph, and n be an integer at least 2. Then 
(al) the components of the subgraph CIn( G ) are Sn-critical (are &olated vertices), 
(a2) the subgraph DIn(G) has a perfect n-packing, 
(a3) if A is a maximum n-packing of G, then it contains 
(bl)  a perfect n-packing of the subgraph DIn(G), and 
(b2) a set of IHn~(G)I disjoint n-stars such that their heads are in H~(G), their tails 
are in C'n(G), 
(a4) W[A] = min{[V(G)\ V[Y]I: Y~St~(G)}  = oct(G\H'~(G)) - n[H~(G)]. 
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Theorem 2.16. Let G be a graph and n>,l be an integer. Then Cn(G ) and 
H~(G) U DIn(G) are the set of cyclic elements and the set of coloops of the matroid 
~/6~( G), respectively. 
By using arguments imilar to that in our proofs, we can find polynomial-time 
algorithms for solving the corresponding problems (see Section 8). So we have 
Theorem 2.17. The following problems can be solved in polynomial time: 
(P1) find an induced n-packing in a graph, covering the maximum number of 
vertices, 
(P2) recognize ISn-critical graphs, 
(P3) recognize a graph having a perfect induced n-packing, and 
(P4) recognize a vertex subset of G that can be covered by an induced n-star 
packing. 
It is known that some combinatorial optimization problems for matroids can be 
solved in a polynomial number of calls to the independence oracle of the matroid. By 
Theorem 2.17(P4), the independence oracle for the matroid ~'Jr~n(G) can be realized 
by a polynomial-time algorithm. Therefore the corresponding combinatorial optimiza- 
tion problems for J//Jre~(G) can be solved in polynomial time. In particular we have 
Theorem 2.18. The following problems can be solved in polynomial time: 
(P5) find the maximum number of disjoint maximum induced n-packings in a graph, 
(P6) find the minimum number of induced n-packings that covers all the vertices 
of a graph, 
(P7) given a matroid M on V(G) find an induced n-packing of G that covers an 
independent set of M of maximum size, and 
(P8) given non-negative weights of the vertices of G find an induced n-packing 
of G that covers a vertex set of G of maximum total weight. 
3. Alternating and augmenting trails 
The concepts of alternating and augmenting paths play a very important role in the 
matching theory [14]. 
In 1971 we have introduced analogous concepts for a matroid which is the union of 
several matroids. We have considered special types of these paths (so called passive 
and active paths). We used the idea of a passive path reachability of a covered element 
from a non-covered element to give a simple algorithmic proof of the main theorem in 
matroid optimization on the rank of the union of matroids and to give a polynomial- 
time algorithms for solving packing, covering and intersection problems in matroids 
(described in [7-9]). In [8,9] this approach as been used to find a fastest known 
algorithm for solving these matroid optimization problems. 
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In this section we are going to introduce similar concepts of alternating and aug- 
menting paths and in particular, passive and active paths and to use similar approach 
for analysing the induced n-star packing problem. By using passive alternating paths 
and the corresponding reachability, we will investigate the properties of a vertex maxi- 
mal induced n-packing. The proofs of the main results described in the previous section 
are natural byproducts of this analysis. 
A trail P = XlPXk in a graph G is a sequence XlelX 2 ...Xk_lek_lX k where each 
Xi is a vertex and each ei is an edge of G, each ei = (xi,xi+l), and ei ¢ eJ for 
i :~ j .  I f  in addition x i¢x j  for iC j  then such trail is called a path in G. Since 
G has no loops or parallel edges, we can also describe a trail by the sequence 
of its vertices P = XlPXk = XI,X2,...,Xk. Note that XlPXk = Xl,X2, . . .Xk 1,Xk and 
xkPXl = Xk, Xk- 1 . . . .  X2,Xl are different paths. A subtrail xiPx j ,  i ~ j ,  of the trail xlPxk is 
a subsequence xiejxi+l . . .e j_ lx j  of the sequence xxelx2.. .x~-lek- lxk.  A subpath of 
a path is defined similarly. 
Let A be an induced n-packing of G. 
A trail P = xlelx2...Xk-lek-lXk, k ~> 2, is called an A-alternating trail or simply an 
A-trail of G if I{ei, ei+l} ~A I = 1 for every iE{1 . . . . .  k -  2}, 
We recall that i fX  and Y are sets then X/kY  = (X \Y )U  (Y \X) .  
We are interested in A-alternating trails P such that if A is an induced n-packing 
then A AE(P)  is also an induced n-packing in G. 
An A-trail P is said to be augmenting i fA ~ = AAE(P)  is an induced n-star packing 
and IV[A]I < IV[A']I (clearly in this case, V[A] C V[A']). 
Let 5~(A) denote the set of stars of A, i.e. the set of components of  G[A]. A star S 
of A is big if IE(S)I = n, small if IE(S)I = 1, and intermediate if 1 < IE(S)I < n. 
A k-star is a star with k edges. Let Ak denote the set of edges in A belonging to the 
k-stars of A, i,e. Ak = U {E(S): SESfk(A)}.  Small and big stars and, respectively, AI 
and An will play an essential role in our consideration. If S is a non-small star then 
the common vertex of all edges of S is called the head of S and a vertex of S distinct 
from the head of S (a vertex of  degree 1 in S) is called a tail of S. Let h(S) and 
T(S) denote the head and the set of tails of S, respectively. 
An A-trail xlPxk =x le lx2 . . .Xk - lek  lxk, k>~2, is called a passive A-path if the 
following conditions hold: 
(p0) P is an A-path, 
(pl) x~ ~ W[A] = V(G)\  V[A], 
(p2) the last edge ek-1 of P belongs to A: ek-1EA, so that k is an odd integer, and 
ei CA for every even integer i < k, 
(p3) every edge in A AE(P)  belongs to either a big star or a small star of A, 
(p4) if ei = (xi ,x i+l)6A, (i.e. ei is an edge of a big star, say S i, of A), then xi is 
the head, xi+l is a tail of S i, and xi_ 1 is adjacent o no tail of  S i in G: xi = h(Si), 
xi+l E T(si),  (xi 1, t) ¢E(G)  for t E T(Si), and 
(p5) if ei = (xi,xi+l) E A1 (i.e. ei is the edge of a small star S of A), then 
e~._ 1 = (xi-l,Xi+l) (as well as ei-1 = (xi- l ,x i))  is an edge of G. 
An example of a passive A-path, n = 3, and its alternation are shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. An example of a passive A-path, n : 3, and its alternation. 
In this and every figure below a thin line is an edge in E(G)\A,  a thick line is an 
edge in A, and a broken line is a non-edge of G. 
A path consisting of  one vertex in W[A] is a trivial passive A-path. 
It is easy to see that 
3.1. Let A be an induced n-paekin9 of G, and XlPXk = Xl,X2,...,Xk-l,Xk, k~>3, be a 
passive A-path. Then 
(s l)  i f  i is odd (i.e. ei-1EA) then the subpath xlPxi of xlPXk is a passive A-path, 
(s2) for every vertex z of a passive path xPy there exists a subpath XlPXi+~ of 
XlPXk such that xlPXi+l is a passive A-path and z is an end-vertex of the last edge 
e i = (xi,xi+ 1 ) ofxlPXi+l: z E {Xi,Xi+l }, 
(s3) if xi is the head of a big star of A, then i is even, 
(s4) if i is even and xi is not the head of a big star (i.e. (xi,xi+l) form a small star 
of A and (Xi_l,Xi+l)EE(G)\A) then the path XlPXi_l,Xi+l,X i is a passive A-path. 
Clearly passive A-paths have the following important 'exchange' property. 
3.2. Let A be an induced n-packin 9 of G, and let xPy be a passive A-path. Then 
(sl)  A' = A ~E(P)  is an induced n-packin9 of G, and V[A ~] = V[A]\y Ux, so that 
~V[A']] = IV[A]I, and xPy is not an augmentin9 A-path, and 
~) yPx is a passive A~-path. 
words, a passive A-path P allows us to move from a given induced 
~nother induced n-packing A' whose vertex set V[A ~] is obtained from 
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Fig. 3. A 1-active A-path and its alternation. 
v'._-_-V 
VI - \ /  
Fig. 4. A 2-active A-path and its alternation. 
the vertex set V[A] by substituting the last vertex of P by the first vertex of P (see 
Fig. 2). 
Note that the requirment (xi- l ,t) (f E(G) for t E T(S i) in (p4) is essential. For 
if (xi- l ,t) is an edge for some t E T(si), then A' = A&E(P)  is not an induced 
n-packing, namely the component of G[A'] containing Si\ei is not an induced star 
(and also in this case the subpath XlPXi-1 of P can be extended to the augmenting 
path xl Pxi-  i, t, h(S i) ). 
Now we will consider some special augmenting A-trails (so called active A-trails). 
An A-trail P = xlelx2 ...Xk_lek--lXk, k>~2, is called a 1-active A-path if 
(pl.1) P is a path, 
(pl.2) the subpath xlPxk-1 of P is a passive A-path (and so xl E W[A]), and 
(pl.3) xk E W[A] (see Fig. 3). 
An A-trail P = XlelX2 ...Xk-lek-lXk, k>~2, is called a 2-active A-path if 
(p2.1) P is a path, 
(p2.2) the subpath XlPXk-1 of P is a passive A-path (and so xl E W[A]), and 
(p2.3) xk is the head of an intermediate star, say S, and xk-1 is adjacent o no tail 
of  S in G (see Fig. 4). 
An A-trail P = xlelx2 ...Xk_lek-lXk, k>~2, is called a 3-active A-path if 
(p3.1) P is a path, 
(p3.2) the subpath xlPxk-1 of P is a passive A-path (and so xt E W[A]), and 
(p3.3) xk is a vertex of  a small star, say (xk,y), and (xk- l ,y) is not an edge of G 
(see Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5. A 3-active A-path and its alternation. 
h 
Fig. 6. A 4-active A-path and its alternation. 
An A-trail P = xlelx2 ...Xk-lek-lXk, k~>3, is called a 4-active A-path i f  
(p4.1) P is a path, 
(p4.2) the subpath XlPXk-2 of P is a passive A-path (and so xl E W[A]), and 
(p4.3) xk-1 and xk are a tail and the head of  some non-small star Z of  A, respectively, 
i.e. xk-1 E T(Z) and Xk = h(Z) (see Fig. 6). 
An active A-path is an s-active A-path for some s = 1,2, 3, 4. 
In other words, the only way to create an active A-path in G is to add to a pas- 
sive A-path Q a new edge e of  G connecting the last vertex I of  P either with a 
vertex in W[A] distinct from the first vertex of  P, or with the head of  an interme- 
diate star of  A, or with a vertex of a small star Z of  A if e is the only edge be- 
tween l and Z in G, or with a tail of  a non-small star of A. In particular, an edge 
with both end vertices in W[A] is a active A-path; we call such path a trivial active 
A-path. 
A trail xPxtey is called a quasi-path i f  P is a path and y C V(P). 
An A-trail xaPxk = xlelx2...X~-lek-lxk,  >~6, is a 1-active A-quasi-path i f  
(q l .1)  the subtrail xlPxk-1 is a passive A-path (and so x~ E W[A]), 
(ql .2)  xk = xk-4, 
(q l .3)  (xk-5,xk-1)~E(G), 
(ql .4)  ek-4 = (Xk-4,xk-3) and ek-2 = (Xk-z,Xk-a) form small stars of  A, and 
(ql .5)  the 4-vertex set {xk =xk--4,xk--3,Xk--2,xk--1} induces a complete subgraph, 
say K, in G, and so E(K)\{ek-4,ek-2} CE(G) \A  (see Fig. 7). 
An A-trail XlPXk = XlelX2 ...Xk-lek--lXk, k >~6, is a 2-active A-quasi-path i f  
(q2.1) the subtrail xlPxk-2 is a passive A-path (and so xl E W[A]), 
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Fig, 7. A ]-active A-quasi-path and its alternation. 
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Fig. 8. A 2-active A-quasi-path and its alternation. 
(q2.2) et -5 = (Xk-5,Xk-4) is an edge of a big star, say S, of  A, so that xk-5 = h(S) 
and xk-4 E T(S), 
(q2.3) xk = xk-s,  so that xk = h(S), xk-t E T(S)\xk_4, and (xk-4,X~-l)~E(G), 
(q2.4) the edge ek-3 = (x~-3,xk-2) forms a small star of A, 
(q2.5) (xk-4,xk-2),  (xk-3,xk--1) CE(G)\A (see Fig. 8). 
An active A-quasi-path is an s-active A-quasi-path for some s = 1,2. Clearly an 
active A-quasi-path is a quasi-path. 
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An active A-trail is an active A-path or an active A-quasi-path. 
It is easy to see that active A-trails have the following important properties. 
3.3. Let A be an induced n-packing of  G. Then 
(s l)  i f  xPy is a passive A-path then xQz where Q = P \y  is an active AY-path in 
G \y  where A y = A n E(G\y) ,  and 
(s2) if xPy is an active A-path or an active A-quasi-path, then A ~ = A AE(P)  is 
an induced n-packing of G, and V[A] C V[A~], i.e. an active A-path is an augmenting 
A-path and an active A-quasi-path is an augmenting A-quasi-path. 
4. Induced n-star packings without augmenting trails 
We say that an induced n-packing A of  G is vertex maximal or simply V-maximal 
if there is no induced n-packing A' of  G such that V[A] C V[A']. 
From 3.3 we have 
4.1. Let A be a V-maximal induced n-packing of G. Then 
(sl)  there is no augmenting A-trail, in particular, 
(s2) there is no active A-path and no active A-quasi-path in G, and in particular, 
(s3) there is no edge having both its end-vertices in W[A]. 
We will use the following notation: B A is the set of vertices of  G that can be 
reached from W[A] by a passive A-path, BA is the subgraph of G induced by B A (i.e. 
/~A = G[BA]), S A is the set of  big stars of  A in/~A, T A = t.J {T(S): SESPA} U W[A]), 
H a is the set of  heads of  big stars in /~A (i.e. H A = {h(S): SE 5cA}), C A = BA\H A, 
D A = V(G) \B  A, /~A = G[DA], C a = BA\H A and CA = G[C A] = BA\HA" 
4.2. Let A be an induced n-packing of  G. Let S be a star of A. Then 
(al)  i f  S is an intermediate star, then V(S) n B A = ~ (and so S N BA = ~), and 
(a2) if V(S) n B A ¢ ~ then S c BA. 
Proof. (pl)  Let S be an intermediate star of  A. Suppose on the contrary that 
Z = V(S)fq B A ~ ~. Then for every vertex x in Z there exists a passive A-path 
containing x. Let P be a shortest passive A-path containing a vertex in Z. Then the 
last edge of P is an edge of S. By definition of  a passive A-path, an edge of the 
passive A-path P cannot belong to the intermediate star S, a contradiction. 
(p2) Let S be a star of  A, and let Z = V(S) N B A ~ ~. Let zEZ.  By (pl), S is not 
an intermediate star, i.e. S is either a small star or a big star of  A. By the definition 
of/~A, there exists a passive A-path xlPxk = Xlel. . .  ek--lXk containing z. Then xlPxk 
contains an edge, say e = (xi,xi+l), of S incident to z: e E E(S). Therefore e is 
a common edge of S and /~A. Now if S is a small star, then SC_/~ A, and we are 
done. Therefore let S be a big star. Then h(S) : xi. Since xlPxk is a passive A-path, 
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it follows from the definition of  a passive A-path that for every tail t of  S the path 
XlPXi, t is a passive A-path. Therefore S C_/~A. 
From 4.2 we have 
4.3. Let A be an induced n-packing of G. Then A N D A covers all the vertices of D A 
and every star of A N l~ A is a star of  A. 
From 3.1 (sl)  and (s4) we have 
4.4. Let A be an induced n-packing of G. Then C A is the set of the last vertices of 
all passive A-paths of G. 
4.5. Let A be an induced n-packing of G. Suppose that 
(hl)  P := XlPXk = xl,x2 . . . . .  xk is an A-path, 
(112) xl ~ W[A], 
(h3) P has an even number of edges so that (Xk-l,Xk) E A, 
(h4) P is not a passive A-path. 
Then G has an active A-path starting at xl. 
Proof. Since Xl is a (trivial) passive A-path, and xl E P, the path xIPxk has pas- 
sive A-subpaths. Let xlPxm be a (the) maximal passive A-subpath of  x~Pxk (so that 
(Xm-l,xm)cA). Since xlPxk is not a passive A-path, we have: 1 < rn~k-  2. Let us 
consider the subpath xIPXm+2 = XlPXm,Xm+l,Xm+2. Clearly em+l CA. 
Suppose that the edge (Xm+l,Xm+2) form a small star of A. If (Xm,Xm+2)EE(G) then 
XlPXm+2 is a passive A-path of P, and xlPXm CXlPXm+2. Therefore the passive subpath 
xlPxm of P is not maximal, a contradiction. I f  (Xm,Xm+2) ¢;E(G) then xlPxm+2 is 
a 3-active A-path. 
Now suppose that (Xm+l,X,n+2) is an edge of a non-small star S of A. I f  Xm+l is 
a tail of  S then XlPXm+2 is a 4-active A-path. Therefore let xm+l be the head of S. 
I f  (Xm, t )EE(G)  for some t E T(S) then xlPxm, t, Xm+l is a 4-active A-path. Therefore 
let (Xm, t) ¢J E(G) for every t E T(S). I f  S is an intermediate star, then XlPXm+I 
is a 2-active A-path. If S is a big star then XlPXm+2 is a passive A-subpath of P, 
containing properly XlPXm. Therefore the passive A-subpath xlPxm of P is not maximal, 
a contradiction. [] 
4.6. Let A be an induced n-packing of G. Suppose that 
(hi)  xlPxk = X l ,X2  . . . . .  x k is an A-path, and 
(h2) xl,xk E W[A]. 
Then G has an active A-path starting at xi, i = 1,k. 
Proof. Let (as in the previous proof) XlPXm be a (the) maximal passive A-subpath 
of  XlPXk (so that (Xm-l,Xm) EA). I f  m < k - 1 then by 4.5, G has an active A-path 
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starting at Xl. Therefore let m = k - 1, and so x1PXk-1 is a passive A-path. Since 
xl,xk E W[A], clearly xiPxk is an 1-active A-path. Since xkPxa is also an A-path, the 
same is true for xk. [] 
Let /~A be obtained from /~A by deleting the edges connecting vertices in H A, i.e. 
~A = [T~\E(G[HA]). From 4.6 we have 
4.7. Let A be an induced n-packin9 of G. Suppose that G has no active A-path. Then 
OA has exactly [W[A][ components each containin9 one vertex from W[A]. 
From the proofs of 4.5 and 4.6 we have 
4.8. Let the assumption of either 4.5 or 4.6 holds. Then G has an active A-path R 
such that 
(a l )  R contains the maximal passive A-path PP of P, and moreover 
(a2) R is obtained from Pt by one of the four operations described in the definition 
of an active A-path, so that either R C P or R C_ G[P U t] where t is a tail of a bi9 
star whose head is the vertex of P~ adjacent o the last vertex of Pt. 
An A~-subpath xPy is a subpath of a passive A-path such that 
(b l )  every odd edge is in E(G)\A,  in particular, the first edge (x,x') is in E(G)\A,  
(b2) every even edge is in A and forms a small star of A, and 
(b3) the last edge is in A (and so xPy has an even number of edges). 
Since P is a subpath of a passive A-path, every small star G[xi,xi+l] in P is connected 
by two edges with the previous vertex of P: (X i _ l ,X i ) , (X i _ l ,X i+ l )EE(G) \A .  
4.9. Let A be an induced n-packin9 of G. Suppose that 
(hl)  P := xlPx~ = X l ,X2  . . . . .  x k is a passive A-path (so that xl E W[A]), 
(h2) xk-1 is the head of a hi9 star S: xk-1 = h(S) and xkET(S),  
(h3) taQt2 is an Al-subpath and tl,t2ET(S), and 
(h4) XlPXk-i n Q = O. 
Then G[P U Q] has an active A-trail R of G containin9 P\xk, and R is either 
a 3-active A-path, or s-active A-quasi-path, s = 1,2. 
Proof. Let tlQt2 = (tl = yl) ,y2 ...Ys--1, (Ys = t2). Then (y l ,Y2), (ys- I ,Ys)EE(G)\A.  
Put h := h(S) = xk-1. Since xlPxk is a passive A-path, also XlPXk_l,t is a passive 
A-path for every t C T(S). In particular, xlPiti = xlPXk-1, ti is a passive A-path. 
Let R1 he a (the) maximal passive A-suhpath of XlP1 tl Q t2. Clearly xlP1 tl c_ R1. Let 
R1 = XlPltlQym. 
I f  R1 CP~ U Q\  t2, i.e. m < s -  1 then clearly XlRlym, Ym+l, Ym+2 is an 3-active A-path 
in G[P U Q] containing P\xk. 
Therefore we can assume that R1 = P1 U Q\t2. By the same reason, we can assume 
that R2 ~- P2 t_J Q\ t~ is the maximal passive A-subpath of the A-path Pz U Q. Thus Q\ ti 
is a Al-subpath for i = 1,2. 
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Let us prove that if (tl,Yi) f[E(G) for some i E {4 . . . . .  s -  1}, then G[PUQ] 
has a 1-active A-quasi-path containing P. Let k be the minimum integer such that 
(tl, yk )f[E( G). 
Suppose that k is even. Then (Yk-2, yk-1) E 31 and (Yk, Yk+l) E A1, and also 
(tl,y/~-2),(tl,yk-l) E E(G)\A. Clearly (Yk-l,yk) C E(G)\A. Since Q\t2 is an 
A l-subpath starting at q, we have (Yk-1, Yk+l )E E(G)\A. Since Q\  ta is an A l-subpath 
starting at t2, we have (yk-2,yk)EE(G)\A. I f (Yk -Z ,Yk+l )¢ [E(G)  then PIYl,Yk-1, 
yk-Z,Y~,ylc+l is a 3-active A-path in G[P U Q] containing P\xk. Therefore we can 
assume that (Yk 2,yk+l) E E(G). Thus G[yk-2,... yk+l] is a complete graph K4. Let 
L = tl,yk-Z,Yk-l,yk+l,yk,yk-2. Then P U L is a 1-active A-quasi-path in G[P U Q] 
containing P\ xk. 
If k is odd then similar arguments how that G has a required active A-trail. 
Thus we can assume that (tl,yi)EE(G) for every iE {1 . . . . .  s -  1}, and in particular, 
for i = s -  2 , s -  1. Let L = (tl = yl),y~-2, ys-1, (y~ = t2)Lzxk. Then P1 t5 L is 
a 2-active A-path in G[P U Q] containing P\xk. 
4.10. Let A be an induced n-packing of G. Suppose that 
(hl)  ulLlVl and u2Lzv 2 are two A~-subpaths, 
(h2) Ul f[ L2 and u2 ~ L1, and 
(h3) either Ll NL2 }L ~ or L1 NL2 = ~) and there exists an edge of G connecting a
vertex of L1 with a vertex of L2. 
Then GILl U L2] has an A-path connecting the vertices ul and u2. 
Proof. (pl)  Suppose that L1 AL2 = (~ and e = (z i , z2 )  E E(G) where z~ E V(L1) and 
z2 E V(L2). Since uiLivi is a passive Al-subpath, G[Li] has an Al-subpath uiQzi with 
the end vertex zi, i = 1,2. Then UlQlZlez2Qzu2 is an A-path in G[L1 UL2] connecting 
U 1 and  1A 2 . 
(p2) Suppose that L~ A L2 7 £ ~. Let x be the first vertex of LI that belongs to L2 
(if we walk along L1 from ul). Let Li = (yi,x) be the edge of Li which is incident 
to x and which does not belong to Lj, i ¢ j, {i,j} = {1,2}. Clearly at most one of 
the edges ll, 12 belongs to A (and therefore to AI). So let ll CA1. Since u2Lzv2 is a 
A l-subpath, G[L2] has a Al-subpath u2Qzx. Since ulLlx• G[L2] = x, clearly UlLlxQzuz 
is an A-path in G[L1 U L2] connecting ul and uz. [] 
4.11. Let A be an induced n-packing of G. Let xRy and x~R~y ' be two maximal 
Al-subpaths in G. Suppose that 
(hi)  G has no active A-trail, and 
(h2) x ¢ x'. 
Then R N R' = 0 and there is' no edge of G connecting R with R'. 
Proof (Uses 4.6, 4.9 and 4.10). Let xRy be a maximal Al-subpath in G. Clearly 
X E T A. Let ~ denote the union of all maximal passive Al-subpaths x~R~y ' with x ~ ¢ x. 
Clearly it is sufficient o prove that R A ~ = 0 and there is no edge in G connecting R
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with ~.  Suppose the contrary. Let r be the first vertex of R that does not belong to :~ 
and is linked with a vertex, say r ~, in ~ by an edge, say e = (r,r~). Since x~:~,  such 
vertex r exists. Let x~R~y t be a maximal Al-subpath in G such that r t ER ~ and r ~ ¢ r. 
Clearly x t E T A. I f  e ----- (r, r ~) E A then e E R ~, and so r E RC But r ~ R ', a contradiction. 
Therefore e ~ A. Since x'R~y ~ is a passive A-subpath, there exists a passive A-path 
wUx'R~y ' containing R~. By the property of  the vertex r, we have xRr A (U UR ~) = 0, 
and in particular, xRr A R' = ~. By 4.10, G[R U R ~] has an Al-subpath xQx ~. Since 
G[R U R'] M Pt = x', clearly Q M P '  = x ~. Therefore wP'x~Qx is an A-path starting at 
w E W[A] and terminating at x. We recall that x E T A. 
Suppose that x E W[A]. Then x ¢ w. By 4.6, G has an active A-path starting at x, 
a contradiction. 
Now suppose that x is a tail of  a big star S: x E T(S). Let h : h(S), and f = (h,x). 
Suppose that x ~ f~ T(S). Then wTxfh = wDh is an A-path. Since the last vertex h of  
wDh is the head of  a big star and the last edge of  wDh is an edge of  a big star, D is 
not a passive A-path. Since w E W[A], the A-path wDh satisfies the hypothesis of  4.5. 
Therefore by 4.5, G has an active A-path starting at w, a contradiction. 
Now suppose that x ~ E T(S). We recall that x E T(S) and x ¢ x'. Then by 4.9, G 
has either an active A-path or an active A-quasi-path, a contradiction. [] 
An Al-cycle Q of G is a cycle obtained from an A~-subpath, say xLy, of G by 
adding the edge of G connecting the end vertices of  the Al-subpath L: Q = L U e 
where e = (x, y)  E E(G). It is clear that 
4.12. I f  an 
of Q. I f  an 
of Q\z for 
A~-cycle has an even number of vertices, then A1NQ is a perfect matchin9 
Al-cycle has an odd number of vertices, then A1 N Q is a perfect matchin9 
some vertex z of Q. 
4.13. Let A be an induced n-packin9 of G. Suppose that 
(h l )  XlPXk = X l ,X2  . . . . .  x k is a passive A-path (so that x1 E W[A]), 
(h2) Q is an Al-cycle, and 
(h3) one of the followin9 holds: 
(h3.1) Q has an odd number of edqes and P M Q = xk, and 
(h3.2) Q has an even number of edqes, P A Q = 0 and (xk, t) E E(G) where 
t E V(Q). 
Then one of the followinq conditions holds: 
(e l )  G[PUQ] has an active A-trail containin9 P, and this A-trail is either a 3-active 
A-path or a 1-active A-quasi-path, and 
(c2) G[Q u xk] is a complete 9raph. 
Proof (Uses 4.5 and 4.8). Let Q = (t = y l ) f l y2 . . . f k - l (Yk  = t) where in case (h3.1); 
t = xk and so QUXk = Q. We prove the statement for case (h3.1). The proof for case 
(h3.2) is similar. 
(p l )  Let us consider an A-path R1 ----- XlPXkQyk-1 = P U Q\fk-1. Clearly xl E W[A] 
and R1 has an even number of vertices. 
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Suppose that R1 is not a passive A-path. Then by 4.5, G has an active A-path. 
Moreover, since P is a passive A-path and Q\fk-1 is an Al-subpath, it follows from 
4.5 and 4.8 that G[R1] has a 3-active A-path containing P. 
Thus we can assume that Rl = P U Q\fk-1 is a passive A-path. Therefore 
(Yi, yi-2) E E(G)\A for every odd i E {1 . . . . .  k - 3}. Similarly we can assume that 
R2 = P U Q\ f l  is a passive A-path. Therefore (Yi+2,Y,) E E(G) for every even 
iC{2  . . . . .  k -Z} .  
Suppose that (Yj, yj+3)q~E(G) for some even j ~ {2 , . , . , k -  4}. We can assume 
that j is the minimum number for which it occurs. Then PtQy/-1,yj+l,yj, y1+z, yi+3 
is a 3-active A-path in G[P U Q] containing P. 
Now suppose that (yi,yi+3)EE(G) for every even i E {2 . . . . .  k -  4}. 
Put Di = G[yi . . . . .  Yi+3] for every even i E {2 . . . . .  k - 4}. By the above arguments, 
Di is a complete graph/(4.  
(p2) Let us prove by induction on s = [Aa N QI the following claim: 
Claim. I f  G[PuQ] has no 1-active A-quasi-path containing P, then G[Q] is a complete 
yraph. 
If s~<2 then the statement follows from (p l ) .  Let s>~3. If (t, y4)¢E(G)  then put 
L4 = t, Y2, Y3, Ys, y4, Y2. I f  (t, Y5) ~ E(G) then put L5 = t, Y3, Y2, Y4, Y5, Y3- Then P U Li, 
i = 4, is a 1-active A-quasi-path containing P, a contradiction. Therefore (t, yi) E 
E(G)\A for i = 4,5. By similar arguments, (t, yi) ~ E(G) for i = k - 4,k - 3. Put 
Q1 = O\{y2,y3} u (t, y4), Q2 = Q\{yk-z, yk-1} U (t, yk-4),  and Q3 = Q\{y4, ys} u 
(y3,y6). Then Qi is a closed Aa-subpath, QiNp = t, and ]A1 NQi  I = s -  1 for 
i = 1,2,3. 
By the inductive hypothesis, G[Q i] is a complete graph for i = 1,2,3. Therefore 
G[Q] is a complete graph. [] 
Remark. The above statement can also be proved by induction on IA1 n QI, by con- 
tracting a triangle containing xk and a small star of Q. 
From 4.11 and 4.13 we have 
4.14. Let A be an induced n-star packing in G. Suppose that 
(h l )  G has no active A-trail, 
(h2) Q is an Al-cycle, and 
(h3) there exists a E T A such that either QNT A = ~ and (a,q) C E(G) or  QNT A = a 
Jor some q E V(Q). 
Then K = G[QUa] is' a complete graph, and AI NK is a perfect matchin9 of K\a. 
Given a ~ T A let ya denote the union of all A l-subpaths starting at a. Let 
N a = G[Ya]. In other words, N ~ is the subgraph of G induced by the set of vertices 
that can be reached from the vertex a by a Al-subpath. We call N ~ an Al-subyraph 
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of G. It easy to see that 
4.15. Let A be an induced n-packing o f  G, and let a c T A. Then 
(al)  N ~ is a connected subgraph o f  G, and 
(a2) A M N a is a perfect matching o f  Na\a  (and so N ~ has an odd number o f  
vertices). 
From 4.11 we have 
4.16. Let A be an induced n-packing o f  G. Let a, b ~ TA and a ~ b. Suppose that G 
has no active A-trail. Then N ~ n N b = ~), and G has no edge connecting a vertex in 
N a with a vertex in N b. 
Let Cmp(F) denote the set of connected components of a graph F. By the definition 
of CA, for every vertex x of CA there exists a E T A such that x C N a. Therefore from 
4.15 and 4.16 we have 
4.17. Let A be an induced n-packin9 of  G. Suppose that G has no active A-trail. 
Then Cmp(C A) = (Na: a ETA}. 
4.18. Let A be an induced n-packing o f  G. Suppose that G has no active A-trail. 
Then G has no edge connecting a vertex in C A with a vertex in D A. 
Proof (Uses 4.3-4.5). Suppose on the contrary, that there exists an edge (c,d) of G 
such that c E C A and d C D A. By 4.4, c is the end vertex of a passive path, say wPc, 
and so w E W[A] and c is either a tail of a big star or an end vertex of a small star. 
Therefore (c ,d )EE(G) \A .  By 4.3, every vertex ofD A belongs to a star of A which is 
a subgraph of/)A. Let (d, d t) be the edge of the star of A in/)A containing the vertex 
d, and so d t E D A. Put P~ = wPc, d, d ~. I f  P~ is a passive A-path then by the definition 
of C A, we have d' E C A, a contradiction. If P~ is not a passive A-path, then by 4.5, G 
has an active A-path, a contradiction. [] 
From 4.15, 4.16, and 4.18 we have 
4.19. Let A be an induced n-packing, and let a E T A. Suppose that G has no active 
A-trail. Then N a is a connected component o f  G \H  A, i.e. Cmp(C? "4) C Cmp(G\HA). 
Since each vertex of H A is adjacent o at least one vertex (actually at least two 
vertices) of C A in G, we have from 4.18 
4.20. Let A be an induced n-packing, and let a E T A. Suppose that G has no active 
A-trail. Then H A is the set o f  vertices in G \C  A adjacent to at least one vertex 
inC  A . 
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We now can describe the structure of a subgraph N a. 
4.21. Let A be an induced n-packing, and let a E T A. Suppose that G has no active 
A-trail. Then N ~ is an odd clique tree. 
Proof  (Uses 4.14). Let us prove the statement by induction on the number of vertices 
of N a. If  N a has one vertex, i.e. N a = a, then the statement is obviously true. So let 
I V( Na)l I> 2. Since I V( Na)l is odd, clearly ] V(N a)]/> 3. By the definition of N a, there 
exist xl,x2 E V(N a) such that A = G[a, xl,x2] is a triangle, and the edge e = (xl,x2) 
forms a small star of A. Let (~ and ~-a be obtained from G\E(A) and Na\E(A), 
respectively, by identifying xl and x2 with the vertex a. Let A = A\e. It is easy to 
see that A is an induced n-packing in (~, a E TA-((~), and ~a is an .,~l-Subgraph of 
G. It is also clear that every active A-trail in G can be easily transformed into an 
active A-trail in G. Since G has no active A-trail, (~ also has no active .,t-trail. Clearly 
I V(Na)I = ]V(Na) I -  2. Therefore by the inductive hypothesis, ~-a is an odd clique 
tree. 
Let R be a block of  ]Qa that does not contain a. Then clearly /~ is also a block of 
N a. Since ]~a is an odd clique tree, k is an odd complete graph. 
Let C be a block of  ~a containing a. Then every vertex q of  C \a  is adjacent o a 
vertex of A in G. 
Suppose that there exists a vertex z of  A such that (z,q) E E(G) and (t,q) 
E(G) for every q E V(C\a) and every t E V(A)\z. Then C = G[C\a tA z] is an 
odd complete graph and is a block of N a. In particular if z = a then C = C' is 
a block of N ~ containing a. If z :~ a then C is a block of  N a avoiding a. So we 
may conclude in particular that every block of N a avoiding a is an odd complete 
graph. 
Now suppose that there exist two distinct vertices zl and z2 of A and two distinct 
vertices q~ and q2 of C \a  such that (z l ,q l )C E(G) and (z2,q2)  E E(G). Put M(C)  = 
A ~1 ((~\a). Clearly M((~) is a perfect matching of  C\a.  Therefore since C \a  is a 
complete graph and A =- G[a, xl,x2] is a triangle containing a small star G[xt,x2], the 
subgraph F = G[A U C\a)]  has an Al-cycle Q such that either V(Q) = v (c )  and 
Q ~ T A = a, or V(Q)  = V(F\a)  and (a, xi) E E(G). Since G has no active A-trail, by 
4.14, C is a complete graph and M(C) is a perfect matching of  F\a. 
Suppose that there are two different complete subgraphs F1 and F2 of G such that 
A CFi  and M(Fi) is a perfect matching ofFi \a,  i = 1,2. Then H = Fl UF2 contains 
an At-cycle L such that either V(L) = V(H) and L A T A = a, or V(L)  = V(H\a) 
and (a, x i )  E E(G). Since G has no active A-trail, by 4.14, H is a complete graph and 
M(H)  is a perfect matching of H\a. Thus every block of N a containing a is an odd 
complete graph. Since N a is a connected graph, and every its block is an odd complete 
graph, N a is an odd clique tree. [] 
Let Oct(F) denote the set of components of F that are odd clique trees. From 4.17 
and 4.21 we have 
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4.22. Let A be an induced n-packing of G. Suppose that G has no active A-trail. 
Then every component of CA is an odd clique tree, i.e. Crop(d? a) = Oct(CA). 
4.23. Let T be an odd clique tree. Then T is an IS,-critical graph for every integer 
n >>. 1 (and in particular, T is a matching-critical graph). 
Proof. (pl)  Let us prove that T t = T\x has a perfect matching for every x C V(G). 
Clearly T ~ has the properties: (Prl) every block of T ~ is a clique, and (Pr2) every 
component of T t has exactly one maximal clique with an even number of vertices. 
Let us prove by induction of the number of vertices that a graph with properties 
(Prl) and (Pr2) has a perfect matching. Clearly the statement holds for the graph 
with one edge. Let T" be obtained from T t by deleting an arbitrary pair of (adjacent) 
vertices. Clearly T" also has properties (Prl) and (Pr2). By the inductive hypothesis, 
T" has a perfect matching. Therefore T t also has a perfect matching. 
(p2) Now let us prove by induction on the number of vertices that T has no perfect 
induced k-packing for every integer k ~> 1. Clearly the statement holds for the trivial 
graph with one vertex. Suppose that T has a perfect induced n-packing A for some 
integer n~> 1. Let S be a star of A, and let T ~ = T\V(S).  Then at least one component 
C of T ~ is an odd clique tree. By the inductive hypothesis, Tt has no perfect induced 
n-packing for every integer k ~> 1. On the other hand, A U C is a perfect induced 
n-packing of C, a contradiction. [] 
From 4.3, 4.17, 4.19, 4.22, and 4.23 we have 
4.24. Let A be an induced n-packing, and let a c T A. Suppose that G has no active 
A-trail. Then Oct(G\H A) = Oct(C A) = Cmp(C A) = {Na: a E T A ) C Cmp(G\HA). 
5. Duality theorem for the induced n-star packings in a graph 
Now we are ready to prove the Duality Theorem 2.3. 
First we shall establish the corresponding lower bound on the number of vertices 
IrV[A]I in a graph G that are not covered by a given induced n-packing A. 
Given a vertex subset Z of a graph F let Octz(F) denote the set of all components 
C of F such that C is an odd clique tree and V(C) C_ Z. I f  in particular Z = V(F) 
then Octz(F) = Oct(F) is the set of components of F that are odd clique trees. 
5.1. Let A be an induced n-packing of G, and X and Z be arbitrary vertex sub- 
sets of G. Then ]W[A] N Z[ >~ [Octz(G\X)[ - nix 1, and in particular if Z = V(G), 
I W[A]I/> IOct (a \X) l  - nlXl. 
Proof (Uses 4.23). Let Oz(F) denote the union of all components hat are members of 
Octz(F). Let A' be the subset of edges of A that are not incident o X. Let Q be the set 
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of vertices in Oz(G\X) that are not covered by the edge set A'. By 4.23, an odd clique 
tree does not have a perfect induced n-packing (and so its vertices cannot be covered 
by an induced n-packing of G). Therefore very component in Octz(G\X) has at least 
one vertex that is not covered by the edge set of A', i.e. QOC¢O for every component 
(odd clique tree) C E Octz(G\X). Therefore IQI 1> IOctz(G\X)l. Since every star in the 
induced n-packing A has at most n edges, it fbllows that at most niX[ vertices in Q can 
be covered by the edge set A\W. Therefore at least IQI - nlXl >-IOctz(G\X)l - nIgl 
vertices remain uncovered by A. [] 
Since ]TAI = IW[A]I + nIHAI, we have from 4.24 
5.2. Let A be an induced n-packin9 in G. Suppose that G has no active A-trail. Then 
[ W[A]I = I Oct(G\H A )1 - n IHA[. 
Now we can easily prove the Duality Theorem 2.3. 
5.3. Let n >~ 2, Then 
min{IW[B]l" B E ~JA~n(G)} = max{IOct(G\X)l - nIXl: X C_ V(G)} 
= IOct (G\HA) I -  n[HAI = IW[A]l 
Jor every V-maximal (maximum) induced n-packing A in G. 
Proof (Uses 5.1 and 5.2). By 5.1, IW[B]t>~ max{lOct(G\X) [ -n ix  t XC_ V(G)} for 
every induced n-packing B of G. By 3.3, an active A-trail is an augmenting A-trail. 
Let A be a V-maximal induced n-packing of G. Then G has no augmenting A-trail 
(see 4.1), and therefore has no active A-trail. By 5.2, IW[A]I = IOct(G\HA)I- nlHAI. 
Therefore 
min{lW[B]l: B E ~JA~n(G)} = I W[A] I - - IOct (G\HA) I -  nl HA ] 
= max{lOct(G\X)[ - nlXl: X C_ V(G)}. [] 
From 3.3, 4.1, 5.1, and 5.2 we have the following strengthening of Theorem 2.9. 
5.4. An induced n-packin9 A of G is V-maximum (V-maximal) if and only if G has 
no active A-trail. 
6. Matroid generated by the induced n-star packings 
Let JSPn(G) denote the family of vertex subsets of G that can be covered by an 
induced n-star packing of G. In this section we will show that JS~(G)  is the in- 
dependence set of a matroid, and we will describe the structure of a circuit of this 
matroid. 
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As we have already mentioned before JSP, has the hereditary property 
(h) X C_ Y Ed5  '~, ~ X E J~, .  
Therefore dSPn is an independence family of  subsets of V(G). Let A be a V-maximal 
induced n-star packing of G, i.e. V[A] is a maximal set (a base) in dSPn. 
We shall use the following notation similar to that in Section 4: B A is the set of 
vertices in G that can be reached from z by a passive A-path, /~z A is the subgraph of 
G induced by B A, i.e. /~ff = G[BA], S A is the set of big stars of A in/~A, Tz A is the set 
of tails of all big stars in /~A plus the vertex z, i.e. T A = U{T(S):  S E 5ez(A)} U {z}, 
H i is the set of heads of big stars in /~,  i.e. H i = {h(S): S E 5e,(A)}, C A = Bz\I_I~ , A  A
sV.(A) = {N~: aE  TzA}. Clearly I~(A) [  = [TzA[ = nIHAI + 1. 
The following statement on C A is similar to 4.4 on C A . 
6.1. Let A be an induced n-paekin9 of G. Then C A is the set of the last vertices of 
passive A-paths of  G starting at z. 
The next statement is similar to 4.19. 
6.2. Let A be a V-maximal induced n-packing of  G and z E W[A]. Then every N a, 
a E T A is a connected component of  G\Hz A. 
Z 
Proof  (Uses 4.19 and 6.1). Put G" = G\//A. Let a ETA. Obviously N a C_ G z. Suppose 
on the contrary that N a is not a component of G z. Then there exists an edge (x, y) of G 
such that x E V(Na), and y E V(Gz)\V(N~). By 4.19, y EH A. Therefore y ~ HA\//A . 
By the definitions o fH  A and H A, there exists a big star So fA  such that h(S) = y and 
S ~/~A. Since x E N a and a E Tz A, clearly x E cA. By 6.1, there exists a passive A-path 
P of G starting at z and terminating at x. Then p/ : Pxeyett, where et : (y ,  t )  is an 
edge of S and t is a tail of  S, is a passive A-path from z to t. Therefore et C E(B A) 
"A for every t E T(S), and so S _c B~, a contradiction. 
6.3. Let A be a V-maximal &duced n-packing of G, and z E W[A]. Then 
(s l )  there is no induced n-packing of  G that covers C A, and 
(s2) for every x E C A there exists an induced n-packing Ax 
V[Ax] = V[A]\x U z. 
such that 
Proof (Uses 3.2, 4.21, 5.1, 6.1, and 6.2). Let us prove (sl). Put cA = Z and H A = X. 
Let a C T A. Obviously V(Na)Cz .  By 6.2, N a is a component of G\X. By 4.21, N a 
is an odd clique tree. Hence IOctz(G\X)l >>. I~z (A) I  = ITAI = nlHAI + 1 -- n ix  [ + 1. 
Therefore by 5.1, I W[A] n Z I >/IOctz(G\X)[ - nIXI/> 1. Thus every induced n-packing 
in G does not cover at least one vertex in cA. 
Let us prove (s2). Let x E C A. Then by 6.1, there exists a passive A-path zPx of G 
from z to x. Then by 3.2, Ax = A /k  E(zPx) is the required induced n-packing. [] 
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Now we can describe a circuit of  the independence set ,,eSPn. 
6.4. Let A be a maximal induced n-packin.q of G. Then 
(al)  C~ A is a circuit of  the independence set J J ,  of  subsets in V(G), and 
(a2) C A is the unique circuit of  A,~, in the vertex set V[A] U z. 
Proof (Uses 6.3). Let us prove (al). By 6.3(sl), C A ~ JS~,. By 6.3(s2), X C ,~r~, for 
every proper subset X C C A. Therefore C A is a circuit of JSP~. 
Let us prove (a2). Suppose on the contrary that there exists a subset C of V[A] Uz 
that is a circuit of oKSe~ distinct from C~ A. Since a circuit is a minimal subset of V(G) 
that is not a member of 3C~, we have Cz A ~ C. Therefore, there exists x C czA\c. 
Then C C_ V[A]\x U z. By 6.3(s2), there exists an induced n-packing Ax such that 
V[A.~] = V[A]\x tO z. Therefore the induced n-packing Ax covers C, and so C C .e~,, 
a contradiction. 
It is easy to prove the following fact for matroids [7]. 
6.5. Let ,~ be a family of subsets of a finite set E havin9 the hereditary property: 
X C_ y E ~¢ ~ X E ~4. Suppose that for every maximal subset B in s¢ and for every 
element e c E \B the set B tO z contains the unique circuit of  the family ~¢. Then ~/ 
is the independence set of a matroid defined on E. 
Now we can prove Theorem 2.10(ml). 
6.6. The set JSe~(G) of vertex subsets of G is the independence set of a matroid. 
Proof  (Uses 6.4 and 6.5). Let B be a maximal subset in the independence set J,Wn(G) 
of subsets in V(G), and let z E V(G)\B. By 6.4, B U z contains the unique circuit of  
the independence set ,JSPn(G). Therefore by 6.5, A,9~,(G) is the independence set of a 
matroid defined on V(G). [B 
Let ~//Z,~9~n(G) denote the matroid of  G with the independence set J,~n(G), i.e. 
</-/,¢~n(G) = (V(G), ,~(C) ) .  
We need some notions and notation from the matroid theory [15]: M is a matroid 
with the ground set E, C(M) is the set of cyclic elements of M (i.e. the elements 
belonging to at least one circuit of  M), and L*(M) is the set of coloops (i.e. one 
element cocircuits) of M. Given a base B (i.e. a maximal independent set) of M and 
an element e E E\B, let C(B, e) denote the circuit of  M that is a subset of B U e. 
It is known [15] and it is easy to prove that 
6.7. Let M be a matroid. Then 
(ml)  C(M)= U{C(B,e):  e CE\B},  
(m2) C(M) is the set of  elements that do not belong to at least one base of M, and 
(m3) L*(M) = E\C(M).  
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6.8. Let A be a maximal induced n-packing of G. Then 
(sl)  C a is the set of cyclic elements of the matroid JgJS~(G), and 
(s2) V(G)\C A = H A U D A is the set of coloops of the matroid JgJS¢n(G). 
Proof (Uses 4.4, 6.1, 6.7(ml), and 6.7(m3)). Let ~ '  = JfJSP~(G). Let us prove (sl). 
Since A is a V-maximal induced n-packing of G, clearly B = V[A] is a base of the 
matroid Jk'. By 6.7(ml), C(~t') -- U(C(B,z): z E W[A]}. By 6.1, C(B,z) = C A is the 
set of the last vertices of passive A-paths starting from the vertex z. By 4.4, C a is the set 
of the last vertices of all passive A-paths. Therefore C A = U{C~: z E W[A]} = C( J / ) .  
Now (s2) follows from (sl)  and 6.7(m3). [] 
7. Induced n-packing structure of a graph 
Now we are ready to prove the Structure Theorem 2.6 for induced n-packings in a 
graph similar to the Gallai-Edmonds Structure Theorem for matchings. 
Let A be an induced n-packing of G. We recall some notations: B A is the set of 
vertices of G that can be reached from W[A] by a passive A-path,/~A is the subgraph 
of G induced by B A (i.e./~A _- G[BA]), D A = V(G)\B A, DA = G\BA, S A is the set of 
big stars of A in BA, T A = U{T(S): S E ~9 °A} tA W[A], H A be the set of heads of big 
stars in/~A (i.e. H A = {h(S): S E 5°~}), and C a = BA\H ~, and CA =/~A\HA" 
We also recall that Cn(G) is the set of all vertices of G that are not covered by 
at least one V-maximum induced n-packing of G, H,(G) is the set of all vertices in 
V(G)\Cn(G) adjacent o at least one vertex in Cn(G), and Dn(G) = V(G)\(Hn(G) U 
C,(G)). As above C,(G) and Dn(G) are subgraphs of G induced by the vertex sets 
C,( G) and Dn( G), respectively. 
7.1. Let G be an arbitrary graph, and n be an integer at least 2. Let A be a V- 
maximum (or V-maximal) induced n-packing of G. Then (see Fig. l) 
(al)  the components of the subgraph Cn(G) of G are ISn-critical (are odd clique 
trees), 
(a2) the subgraph f)n( G) has a perfect n-packing, 
(a3) C A ~- Cn(G), H A = Hn(G), D A = Dn(G), 
(a4) A contains 
(a4.1) a near perfect matching of each component of the subgraph C,(G), 
(a4.2) a perfect n-packing of the subgraph Dn( G), and 
(a4.3) a set of [Hn(G)[ disjoint big stars such that their heads are in Hn(G), their 
tails are in Cn(G), and each component of Cn(G) contains at most one tail of all 
these big stars, 
(a5) ]W[A][ = min{I W[B]I: B C ~ J~(G)}  = IOct(G\Hn(G))[ - n[Hn(G)l. 
Proof (Uses 4.3, 4.15, 4.17, 4.20, 5.3, 6.3(sl), and 6.7(m2)). By 6.3(sl), C A is the 
set of cyclic elements of the matroid .//t'JSCn(G). By 6.7(m2), C A is the set of vertices 
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of G that do not belong to at least one base of Jg~5~,(G). Since a base of J / JSP,(G) 
is the vertex set covered by a V-maximal induced n-packing, we have C A = C,(G). 
Therefore by 4.20, H A = H,(G), and so O A = D~(G). Hence (a3) holds. Now (a4.1) 
follows from 4.15(a2), (a4.2) follows from 4.3, (a4.3) follows from (a3) and 4.17, 
and (a5) follows from 5.3. [] 
Theorem 2.10(m2), (m3) follows from 6.4 and 7.1(a3). 
7.2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(c 1 ) F is an induced ISn-critical graph, n >~ 2, 
(c2) F is an induced IS-critical graph, and 
(c3) F is an odd clique tree. 
Proof (Uses 4.23 and 7.1). By 4.23, an odd clique tree is an induced IS~-critical 
graph, n>~2, and an induced IS-critical graph, i.e. (c3) ~ (cl) and (c3) ~ (c2). 
Clearly (c2) ~ (cl). Let us prove (cl)  ~ (c3). Suppose that V(F)\Cn(F) ¢ 0. Then 
by 7.1, F \x  does not have a perfect induced n-packing, and so F is not an induced IS,- 
critical graph, a contradiction. Therefore V(F) = Cn(F). By 7.1, every component of 
F = C~(F) is an odd clique tree. Since every induced ISn-critical graph is connected, 
it follows that F is an odd clique tree. 
Theorem 2.1 follows directly from 5.3 and 7.2. 
Now we can investigate the set of JSP-obstacles of G (see Theorem 2.8). 
Let ~ be a set of graphs. Given a graph G and X C V(G), let f6 (X)  denote the 
number of components of G\X that are members of ~ .  It is easy to see that 
7.3. f c (X)  is a supermodular function of  X, i.e. fG(X)+ fG(Y)<,fG(XU Y)+ fG(X N 
Y) for every two vertex subsets X and Y of G. 
Put dG(X) ----- Oct(G\X) - niX [ and rn = min{lW[A][: A • ~JSPn(G)}. We recall 
that X C V(G) is an JS~-obstacle if dG(X) = rn. 
7.4. Let X and Y be JS~-obstacles in G. Then XUY and XNY are also ~¢,~-obstacles 
inG. 
Proof (Uses 5.3 and 7.3). By 7.3, Oct(G\X) is a supermodular fimction of X. Since 
LX[ + bY[ = IX U Y[ + IX N YI, the function d6(X) is also supermodular, i.e. de(X)+ 
dc(Y)<~dc(X U Y) + d6(X C) Y). Since X and Y are JSP-obstacles in G, we have 
de(X)  = de(Y)  = m. By 5.3, m = max{dG(Z): Z C V(G)}. Therefore d6(X U Y)<~m 
and dc (X A Y) ~< m. Hence 2m = de (X) + de (Y) ~< de (X U Y) + de (X N Y ) ~ 2m. From 
the above inequalities we have: dc(X U Y) = m and dc(X C? Y) = m, and so both 
X U Y and X n Y are JS~-obstacles in G. [] 
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Let ~en(G) denote the set of  all JZ~n-obstacles in G. 
7.5. Let Aa,(G) = (~(G) ,  C_) denote the set ~n(G) partially ordered by the inclusion 
operation c. Then 
(al)  ~(G)  is a sublattice of the lattice of all subsets of V(G) under inclusion, 
(a2) Hn(G) is the minimum element of LPn(G), and 
(a3) t fX  E ~(G)  then X\Hn(G) E A°n(bn(G)). 
Proof (Uses 7.1 and 7.4). Clearly (al)  follows from 7.4. 
Let us prove (a2). Put H = Hn(G) and W = W[A]. Let A be a V-maximum induced 
n-packing in G. By 7.1, H = H a and Cn(G) = C A. By 4.17, Cmp(C A) = {Na: a ETA}. 
Let Z C T A and Y C_H. Put JV'(Z) = {Na: a E Z}, JV "h = {Na: a E T(S h} for h EH,  
and JV r = U{JVh: h E Y}. Obviously IJV(Z)[ = IZl. since h OH, clearly IT(Shl = n, 
and so [•v'hl = IT(Shl = n. Therefore lYYI = nlYI. Clearly Oct(G\Y)  C JV'(W)UJff r, 
and so IOct(G\Y)l ~< lY(w)I + lYrl  = IW[ + nlYI. 
Let X c H. It is sufficient to prove that X is not an Jbe~-obstacle in G, i.e. that 
[Oct(a\X) l -  nlXl < IWI. suppose on the contrary that [Oct (G\X) -  n[XI>~IWI. 
Since IOct(a\X)l-n[Xl <~ IWI, we have IOct(a\x) l -niX[ = [W[. Then Oct (a \x )= 
JU(W) U JV "x. Put 0 x = U{K: KEOct(G\X)}. Let hEH\X .  Then h¢O x and h is 
adjacent o no vertex in 0 x. Since h is a vertex of B A, there exists a passive A-path 
wPz containing h, so that h E P and w E W. By the above equation, w E W C 0 x. 
Therefore wPh has an edge connecting h with a vertex v in 0 x UX. Since h is adjacent 
to no vertex in 0 x, clearly v E X. Since (h, v)E E(G)\A, the subpath wPv of P is a 
passive A-path, and so the last edge (v I, v) of  wPv is an edge of the big star S v with 
the head v and a tail v'. Therefore the tail v ~ preceeds the head v of  S v in wPv. Hence 
wPv is not a passive A-path, a contradiction. 
Now (a3) follows from (al)  and (a2). 
8. Polynomial algorithm for packing induced stars in a graph 
Let A be an induced n-packing of  G. Let F be a subgraph of G. 
We use the following notation similar to that in Section 4: SA(F) is the set of  
big stars of  A in F, TA(F) = U{T(S):  S E SA(F)} U (W[A] n F), Ha(F) = {h(S): 
S E SA(F)}, and F A = F\HA(F). 
A subgraph F of G is called an A-subgraph if 








if S is a star of  A in F then S is either a big star or a small star, 
if S i s  a star o fA  andS71F~ thenSCF ,  
every component of  F contains exactly one vertex from W[A], 
every component of  F A is an odd clique tree, 
every component of  F A contains exactly one vertex from TA(F), 
if K is a component of F A then K\TA(F) has a perfect matching M(K) con- 
of small stars of  A (i.e. M(K) C_A1). 
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Let us now give an (informal) description of  an algorithm that for a given graph G 
finds a vertex maximum induced n-packing A as well as Hn(G). A similar algorithm 
can be used to find for X C_ V(G) an induced n-star packing that covers X (if  any). 
The general step deals with the current information (A,F ,H,~)  where A is an in- 
duced n-packing A,F is an A-subgraph of G, H = HA(F), and ~ = {Px: x C V(F A )} 
where Px is a passive A-path in F terminating at x. 
In the first step A := 0 (and so W[A] = V(G)), and F is the subgraph of G with 
V(F )= W[A] = V(G) and E(F)~-(~, and so H =HA(F)=~ and Px =x for xE V(G). 
In every step we have one of the following goals: 
(g l )  enlarge F,  i.e. find an A-subgraph F ~ of G such that F C F ' ,  and 
(g2) enlarge A by finding an active A-trail Q and putting At= A A Q, so that 
V(A) C V(A'). 
I f  we cannot reach either of these goals then this step is final, the current induced 
n-packing A of this step is V-maximum. 
Now we shall describe a general step of  the algorithm. 
General step S. Find (if  any) an edge e =-- (x, y)  of G having the following property 
(p) x E F A and (x, y)  E E(G)\E(F).  
If there is no such edge then stop: A is V-maximum and H = HA(F) = Hn(G). 
So suppose we have found an edge e = (x, y)  with the property (p). Let P~ = wPx, 
There are three options for y: 
(e l )  yEHA(F) ,  
(c2) y ~ V(F)\HA(F),  and 
(c3) y ~ V(G)\V(F). 
In case (c l ) ,  put F '  = F Ue, H t = H, and ~ '  = ~.  
Let us consider case (c2). Suppose that x and y belong to different components of  
F A. Then find an active A-trail Q. [By 4.16, an active A-trail exists. The proof of 4.16 
shows how to find it by using the passive A-path wPx]. 
Now suppose that x and y belong to the same component K of F ~. Since F is an 
A-subgraph of G, the component K is an odd clique tree. Hence we can find a (unique) 
chain L = (x = b l )Bib2... Bs(bs+l = y) where Bi is a block of K and bi, bi+l E V(Bi), 
i = 1 . . . . .  s. I f  G[L] is a complete graph, put F ~ = FU G[L], H t = H, and 3 o' = .~. If 
G[L] is not a complete graph then find an active A-trail Q. [By 4.14, an active A-trail 
exists, and the proof of 4.14 shows how to find it by using the passive A-path wPx.] 
In case (c3), find the star Sy containing y [clearly such star exists, and F N S y = (3]. 
S y can be either a small star or an intermediate star or a big star. If  S y is a non-small 
star then y can be either a tail or the head of  S y. 
Suppose that S y is a small star of A, say G[y,z]. Then check whether (x,z) is an 
edge of G. If (x,z) E E(G) then put F' = FUG[x, y,z], H' = H, and ~ '  = J J°U {Py, Dz} 
where Pv = wPx, z,y and P~ ~- wPx, y,z. If (x,z) q~E(G) then Q -- wPx, y is a 3-active 
A-path. 
Now suppose that S y is a non-small star. Let h = h(S y). 
Suppose that y is a tail of  S y. Then Q = wPx, y, h is a 4-active A-path. 
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Suppose that y is the head of SY: y = h. Then find a tail t of S y adjacent to x. 
Suppose that such tail exists. Then Q : wPx, t, h is a 4-active A-path. 
Now suppose that no tail is adjacent o x. If S y is an intermediate star, then 
Q = wPxey is an 2-active A-path. If  S y is a big star, then put F t --- F U S y U e, 
H'  = H U y, and ~ '  = ~ U {Pt: t E T(SY)} where Pt = wPx, y, t. 
Thus we have one of the following two outcomes: 
(d l )  a new A-subgraph F ~ such that F cF ' ,  and 
(d2) an active A-trail Q. 
In case (dl),  put A ~ = A. In case (d2), let A' = AAE(Q)  and F '  be the 
subgraph with V(F ' )  : W[A'], E (F ' )  = O, H '  : 0, and ~ '  : {Px: x E V(F')} where 
Px=x.  
Now repeat step S with the new information (A ,F ,H ,~)  := (A ' ,F ' ,H ' ,~ ' ) .  
Clearly the algorithm described above is polynomial although far from being the best. 
For example, in case (d2) a 'better' F ~ can be found by an appropriate modification 
of F. Also it is sometimes easier to find an augmenting A-trail instead of active A- 
quasi-path. 
This algorithm can be used to give alternative proofs of the main results. 
A more efficient algorithm and an altemative proofs of the main results based on 
this algorithm will be given in another paper. 
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